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 Craiglockhart Primary School 

 Craiglockhart Parent Council Minutes 
 

  Meeting held in the school on 6
th

 June 2016 

 

 

 

1. Present:, Gareth Oakley (C); Katie Hardie; Derek Law; Helen Miller; Lizzie Sosenko; 

Seona Skulina 

 

Apologies: Andrew Burns, Gavin Corbett; Tom Bruce, Tara Hargreaves, Catherine Pearce 

 

The first half of the meeting was a joint session with the Parent Association. The main items 

discussed in the context of Parent Council business are listed here. 

 

2. Joint PA/PC Session – Parent Council Business Summary 

 

Gareth provided an overview of the main points of discussion within Parent Council 

business. 

 

Facilities Management 

 

While there have been a limited number of issues regarding the School Building, there has 

been ongoing monitoring of issues with the drains in the girls toilets and concern over recent 

vandalism within the Nursery play area. Details of potential work to be carried out on 

drainage systems around the school are to be confirmed prior to the Summer break.  

 

Derek was able to reassure the group that drinking water quality is regularly tested and has 

not been affected by any of the ongoing drainage issues. 

 

Online Learning Journals 

 

Replacement of traditional reports with online learning journals had met with a variety of 

views from parents/carers. The content and value of the learning journal entries in being able 

to understand each pupil’s progress is of key interest to everyone. Clearly this is the first 

year of their introduction and there will be an opportunity for parents/carers to feedback as 

part of ongoing development work. 

 

Vision and Values Questionnaire 

 

All of us had the chance to respond to the questionnaire that was sent out around Easter 

time. While the format was a little unwieldy there were very useful initial thoughts on key 

statements defining what makes Craiglockhart unique. There was an opportunity for staff to 

contribute their views and Derek continues to work with pupils to canvas their views. The 

Parent Council will continue to support in the development of the overall vision. 
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Enhancing Engagement with Parents/Carers 

 

The Parent Council exists to reflect the views of parents/carers and facilitate 

communications between parents/carers, school staff and the wider City Council. We 

continue to seek better ways of engaging a wider audience among parents/carers and 

ensuring that views from all year groups are represented on the Parent Council. We will be 

looking at a number of initiatives in the next academic year to do this. 

 

Parent Council Finances 

 

The major expenditure in the year has been for the licences for use of ParentMail. There is 

also likely to be a contribution towards the cost of the software package used in the School 

Library.  

 

The Parent Council engages with other schools in Edinburgh through attending meetings at: 

 

 South West Locality – together with parent Council representatives from other 

schools 

 Consultative Committee with Parents (CCwP) – representing views expressed at the 

South West Locality meetings at the CCwP which is the forum for parents/carers 

views at City of Edinburgh Council level 

 

The main topics of discussion at these meetings were summarised. 

 

South West Locality Meeting 

 

Aside from matters affecting individual schools, two main themes that have been discussed 

are: 

 

 School dinners – the quality and portion size of meals provided. While Craiglockhart 

has meals prepared on site, other schools have different arrangements and have also 

struggled to be able to provide enough dining space to meet the needs of pupils. 

 

 Music tuition – all schools have limited access to specialist tutors in this area. 

Secondary schools in particular have expressed concerns regarding a lack of tutors 

and gaps where pupils have been left without tutors in the run up to grade exams. 

 

The most recent meeting included a presentation from Police Scotland looking at the role of 

School Liaison Officers. While these staff are deployed across High Schools they are also 

able to support Primary Schools. They offer a wide range of educational packages regarding 

areas such as bullying, hate crime, road safety and cyber security. 

 

CCwP Meetings 

 

Each meeting includes presentations on various topics from Officers responsible. Recent 

themes include: 
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Building Management – the process by which accommodation pressures in individual 

schools are identified and building works required assessed and commissioned. This process 

includes engagement with individual parent councils as well as school management teams. 

The ‘hierarchy’ of action begins with attempts to remodel internal spaces, then looks at the 

potential need for building extension, before considering new build accommodation. Only in 

extreme cases will a catchment review be undertaken. 

 

National Improvement Framework - This was launched in January 2016 and lays out the 

overarching process for measuring pupil attainment in Scotland. Its major focussing is 

closing the attainment gap so that all children have equal opportunity for achievement in 

life.  

 

PPP1 School Closures - This has been a huge undertaking for the City Council with liaison 

with both Scottish and UK Governments. The City Council is very grateful for the patience 

and understanding among parents and staff during what has been a very difficult period. All 

schools affected now have re-entry dates in place and there will be an independent enquiry 

to review how this situation arose. 

 

Pupil Attainment - An annual report is produced for pupils at High Schools across Scotland 

measuring performance against the overall Scottish average but also so called ‘virtual 

comparators’ determined for each local authority area. 

 

In the case of Primary Schools a self-assessment process is used to determine general 

performance. Staff also assess individual pupil attainment in literacy and numeracy at P1, P4 

and P7 levels against expected standards within the Curriculum for Excellence. 

 

At present the overall assessment of performance in Edinburgh Primary Schools is Good (on 

a scale of Weak / Satisfactory / Good / Very Good / Excellent) with rising performance in 

both Literacy and Numeracy. The focus on continuing improvement remains across the City. 

 

Corporate Parenting - This presentation dealt with the arrangements for those young people 

who are in the care of the local authority – a total of around 1,400 at present in Edinburgh. 

The refreshed plan for looking after these young people is determined to ensure that they 

receive the same scope of opportunity as all other young people in Edinburgh. 

 

 

3. Joint PA/PC Session – PA Business Summary 

 

Jenny Mackenzie gave an overview of the main areas of focus for the PA. A brief summary is 

provided here. Further details are available in the PA minutes of the meeting. 

 

School Fair 

 

The efforts of all PA members and the wider volunteers from across the parent body were 

noted in making the Fair successful. Express thanks from Gavin Corbett for these efforts in 
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making the day so enjoyable for everyone were noted. The net proceeds will be around 

£7,500 which is a great effort and means that there can be funding made available for a 

number of initiatives across the School. 

 

Recent PA Funding Applications 

 

Recent funding allocations included money for the football groups (£250), including a 

commitment to set aside £150 per year going forward to support replacement of resources. 

Athletic kit for the school was also funded (£750) as well as licencing for the School Library 

computer software. 

 

School Uniforms 

 

Following extensive research and encouragement from pupils, Fairtrade polo shirts, 

sweatshirts and cardigans will be available for purchase as part of ongoing uniform sales. 

 

Playground Redevelopment 

 

A flyer went out to all parents/carers to showcase the overall masterplan for the proposed 

redevelopment. This can’t all happen at once, but without such a vision it wasn’t possible to 

ap-ply for wider grant schemes to support the efforts.  

 

Discussions have been had with the City Council to confirm immediate issues of focus or 

revision to meet their requirements.  

 

The loose materials play initiative has been launched and it is hoped to undertake some 

improvement works during the summer period. This will depend on what funds become 

available with the pursuit of various grant funding ongoing.  

 

The meeting then split into its respective groups. The following items were then discussed as 

remaining Parent Council points. 

 

 

4. Chair’s Business 

 

School roll – P1 Intake 

 

The present project P1 intake for the 2016/17 session is 76. Since places have not been 

capped for the next session this means that it is prudent to plan for the requirements of a 

composite class arrangement. 

 

The present proposal would see a composite P1/P2 class of 25 formed from a mix of the 

eldest 5 P1 intake and 20 of the P2 group. The remaining pupils in the P1 and P2 groups 

would be taught in single year group classes. 

 

It was noted that composite classes are a common format in Edinburgh schools and the 
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group teaching methods used in all year groups means that pupils get to mix regularly with 

peers when working on literacy, numeracy and other topics throughout the year. 

 

The Early Years team is working on arrangements for the classes, in liaison with the City 

Council, and will keep all parents informed as to arrangements going forward. 

 

Capacity wise there will not be any impact for the 2016/17 session. Depending upon future 

P1 intake numbers accommodation requirements will need to be reviewed as part of 

arrangements for the 2017/18 session.  

 

School vision questionnaire 

 

Derek provided an update on the Vision and Values Questionnaire. Staff had taken part in a 

feedback session during the last in-service day. Their views broadly align with the responses 

received from parents in the first round questionnaire. 

 

Derek continues to work with pupils to get their thoughts. At this stage they have been 

encouraged to provide their ideas in any form that they wish – drawing, music, poem, letter 

etc. Further work with pupils is planned during the remainder of the present session. 

 

Derek provided a short presentation to the group giving some context to the refresh of the 

Vision Statement. Every school is asked to provide its own curriculum rationale that outlines 

what we plan to learn and teach, why this has been chosen and how it is planned to deliver. 

Given the introduction of the National Improvement Framework, and associated priorities 

for learning that are reflected in the City of Edinburgh’s own ambitions, it is sensible for 

Craiglockhart to reflect on its own vision. 

 

National and City wide priorities focus on: 

 

 Literacy 

 Numeracy 

 Health and Wellbeing 

 

Craiglockhart’s present priorities are Literacy, Numeracy and Sustainable Development, 

which provide a good fit with the above.  

 

There is also a drive from national level to extend the scope of self evaluation and 

monitoring of performance beyond single end of year reports on individual pupils. 

Craiglockhart’s response to this has been to use a mix of: 

 

 Parent/carer drop in sessions 

 Dialogue via the School website 

 Parent consultations 

 Online learning journals 

 

Views were expressed regarding these forms of feedback. In particular, initial views of the 
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online learning journals were varied. While the information was generally felt to be nice to 

see it was not always clear how to tie this back into the sense of progress that pupils were 

making. Some felt the entries were formalised and shoe-horned to suit national learning 

outcome descriptors. It is perhaps not always clear to parents/carers what the goal of the 

learning is and therefore how best they might support and be involved in their children’s 

learning experience. 

 

It was acknowledged that the journals are a work in progress and that feedback will be 

sought as to how to improve the content. 

 

Action: Derek to ensure opportunity is given to parents/carers to feedback on learning 

journals either at end of 2016/17 session or at start of 2016/17 session. 

 

The role of the Parent Council in supporting the development of the Vision statement was 

discussed. It was agreed to revisit this at the first meeting of the next session, when there 

should be feedback from pupils to add into the discussion. 

 

Action: Parent Council to return to Vision and Values Questionnaire at next meeting. 

 

5. AOCB 

 

General engagement 

 

A brief discussion regarding wider engagement with the parent/carer body took place. It was 

noted that not all parent/s carers are able to attend meetings due to family and other 

commitments. This may inhibit expression of some wider views.  

 

It was noted that the Parent Council exists entirely to offer a forum for all views. All parents/ 

carers should feel free to contact the Parent Council at any time with their views, ideas and 

suggestions. There is no need to wait until formal meetings or that views should only be 

expressed at these meetings. Gareth emphasised that Parent Council meetings are open to all 

and that a range of views from across all year groups is encouraged. 

 

The idea of a dedicated email address was also brought up, to encourage those who wish 

their views to be anonymised to be able to send in emails to this address. Gareth noted that 

all items raised at meetings are done so anonymously and discussed without reference to the 

source in the first instance.  

 

Action: Gareth to set up dedicated parent council email address box. 

 

 

6. Date of next meeting 

 

Wednesday 14
th

 September 2016, 19:00. 

 

Joint meeting dates with the Parent Association are proposed for: 
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Wednesday 26
th

 October 2016, 19:00 

Monday 20
th

 February 2017, 19:00 

Monday 12
th

 June 2017, 19:00 

 

 


